PRODUCT SPECIFIC LICENSE TERMS
Enterprise Application Server - Dynamic Page Server Deployment
(“Program”)

IN ADDITION TO THE LICENSE TERMS SET OUT IN THE SYBASE LICENSE AGREEMENT, THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL OR DIFFERENT RIGHTS AND ACCOMPANYING OBLIGATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE PROGRAM:

1. ENTERPRISE APPLICATION SERVER PRODUCT COMPONENTS.
   
   A. Components of this release of Enterprise Application Server. This release of Enterprise Application Server – Deployment Edition includes the following component products: Jaguar CTS™, PowerDynamo™ and SQL Anywhere™ (Adaptive Server Anywhere).

   B. Unbundling. Except as otherwise specifically authorized below, use of all components of each copy of this Program by Customer is limited to the same Machine(s) designated in the applicable Exhibit A and Customer may not use the component products on different or additional Machine(s).

2. SQL ANYWHERE (OR ADAPTIVE SERVER ANYWHERE) AND JAGUAR CTS.
   
   A. SQL Anywhere. Customer is licensed to use the SQL Anywhere (or Adaptive Server Anywhere) server program on the same Machine(s) licensed for the other components of this Program and may only for the following purposes: (a) for development and testing purposes; and (b) as a repository to store PowerDynamo applications that can be accessed only through PowerDynamo for such purposes. Customer may not deploy or use the SQL Anywhere server program for any other purposes without Sybase’s prior written permission and payment of applicable license fees.

   B. Jaguar CTS. For each copy of this Program licensed for a designated Machine, Customer may use one copy of the Jaguar CTS component product on such Machine solely for development and testing purposes. Customer may not deploy or use the Jaguar CTS programs for any other purposes (including, without limitation, use in a general production environment or on a webs server) without Sybase’s prior written permission and payment of applicable license fees.

3. POWERDYNAMO.

For each copy of this Program licensed for a designated Machine, Customer may use one copy of the PowerDynamo component products on such Machine and Customer may permit such PowerDynamo product to be accessed and used by (a) an unlimited number of "Internet Seats” (i.e., external Seats outside Customer's organization accessing PowerDynamo via the Internet) and (b) by an unlimited number of Customer's employees, agents and contractors (using such Program in connection with the performance of services for Customer), provided that Customer has paid the applicable fees for each CPU on such Machine. Internet Seats (external Seats for persons other than employees, agents and contractors of Customer accessing PowerDynamo via the Internet) may not use PowerDynamo to develop or modify applications or perform other programming tasks. Customer is not authorized hereunder to use this Program to host websites on behalf of third parties. The terms of this Section 3 relate solely to PowerDynamo and do not permit any Internet Seats to directly or indirectly access and use Jaguar CTS.